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A new architecture, naked-eye ghost imaging via photoelectric feedback, is developed that avoids computer
algorithm processing. Instead, the proposed scheme uses a photoelectric feedback loop to first realize the corre-
lation (multiplication) process of the traditional ghost imaging system. Then, the vision persistence effect of the
naked eye is exploited to implement the integral process and to generate negative images. Two kinds of feedback
circuits, the digital circuit and the analog circuit, are presented that can achieve a feedback operation. Based
on this design, high-contrast real-time imaging of moving objects is obtained via a special pattern-scanning
architecture on a low-speed light-modulation mask.
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Since its inception in the 1990s, ghost imaging has
intrigued researchers due to its novel physical peculiarities
and its potential possible applications. The typical ghost
imaging setup consists of two correlated optical beams
propagating in distinct paths and impinging on two
spatially-separated photodetectors. The signal beam in-
teracts with an object and then is received by a single-pixel
(bucket) detector without a spatial resolution, whereas
the reference beam goes through the other independent
path and impinges on a spatial distribution detector, like
a charge-coupled device (CCD) without interacting with
the object. Even though information from either one of the
detectors used for the acquisition does not yield an image,
the image can be obtained by cross-correlating signals
from the bucket detector and the CCD.
The first ghost imaging, utilizing two-photon quantum

entanglement, is reported by Pittman et al.[1]. Later, it was
demonstrated that ghost imaging could be implemented
with pseudo-thermal sources[2–5] and thermal light[6]. In ad-
dition, computational ghost imaging with an improved
setup was proposed by Shapiro[7,8], where the reference
beam was instead from a computed field pattern. With the
development of ghost imaging, this concept has been ex-
tended to domains beyond the usual optical domain men-
tioned above and outside of the capture of the spatial
properties of light. Recently, it has been demonstrated
with X-rays[9–12], atoms[13], and even electrons[14], as well
as temporal ghost imaging[15–21].
Generally, up to now, the popular way to get the output

image is routinely reconstructed by a computer algorithm
from the acquired data[22,23]. This situation was developed

in a new way to get the reconstructed image with the
properties of naked-eye ghost imaging[24,25]. However, from
both the theoretical and experimental results at that
time, a low-contrast image is the main obstacle to push
this idea closer to practical applications, since the image
is immersed in the reference light beam. Recently, we
have solved this problem via all-optical process and the
persistence of vision with a special pattern-scanning
architecture[26].

Here, based on our preliminary work, an alternatively
novel naked-eye ghost imaging scheme avoiding computer
algorithm processing is proposed that will promote the
convenience of ghost imaging. In detail, a photoelectric
feedback loop is used to link the bucket detector and
the light source, where the intensity of the light source
is modulated by each output current value of the bucket
detector. That is to say, the traditional ghost imaging’s
correlation (multiplication) process between the output
current value of the bucket detector and the correspond-
ing value of the intensity distribution of the reference
beam is realized by this new photoelectric feedback loop
method. It is important to recognize that there is inverse
correlation in our work. Meanwhile, the vision persistence
effect is used to implement the integral process and to gen-
erate negative images observed by naked eyes. In princi-
ple, all photosensitive material with the vision persistence
effect can be effective to show the imaging result for this
integral imaging process.

To realize high-contrast naked-eye ghost imaging, one
of the challenges is overcoming the background introduced
by the reference beam, since the image is immersed in the
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reference light beam. Toward this end, a special pattern-
scanning architecture on a low-speed light-modulation
mask is used that enables high-resolution imaging with
lower-order Hadamard vectors and also boosts the imag-
ing speed.
Moreover, two kinds of feedback circuits, the digital cir-

cuit and the analog circuit, are presented that can achieve
a high-speed feedback operation on the light intensity.
With this approach, we demonstrate high-contrast real-
time imaging for moving objects. Our work opens a new
way to utilize ghost imaging and can be applied to those
recently developed ghost imaging methods with the usual
optical domain, X-rays, atoms and electrons, or the field
of LIDAR.
The schematic diagram of the naked-eye ghost imaging

system via photoelectric feedback is shown in Fig. 1.
First, the red laser beam is modulated by a rotating

light-modulation mask.
Then, the modulated light pattern is divided into two

beams, the reference beam and the signal beam. The refer-
ence beam, illuminating the screen, is used to achieve
naked-eye imaging, while the signal beam illuminates
and interacts with objects (letters “X”, “J”, “T”, and
“U”), each with 35 × 35 pixels. After transmitting the
objects, the beam is collected by a bucket detector com-
prising a collecting lens and a single-pixel photodetector.
After this, the output signal of the bucket detector is

processed via a feedback circuit to modulate the laser in-
tensity. Namely, the intensity of the patterns changes
inversely with the matching level between the pattern
and the object.
Over all, once a group of patterns were completed dur-

ing the vision persistence time, a negative image could be
observed by looking at the screen.
In this work, a CCD camera is used to mimic the vision

persistence effect of human eyes, a visual stimulus that
continues to be experienced for a limited time after its
offset, and 0.2 s is set as the exposure time of the CCD[26].

At this point, a high-contrast real-time image will be
observed by the photosensitive component.

The differences from the typical ghost imaging setup are
that a photoelectric feedback loop is used to link the
bucket detector and the light source, and the negative
image can be observed directly by the naked eye at the
position where the spatial distribution detector of the
typical ghost imaging is placed. To understand such a
naked-eye ghost imaging process simply, the imaging
mechanism is shown in the following.

The total setup can be divided into four parts: laser
source, black box, bucket detector, and negative feedback
circle. Initially, the laser beam with intensity I i goes
through a black box (between the laser source and the
bucket detector) with a transmissivity Ti that denotes
the transmissivity from the light source (before being
modulated by a rotating mask) to the final detection,
and then is collected by a bucket detector, as shown in
Fig. 1. By the way, Ti can be seen as a scale value (laser
energy input) to scale value (detected output) function,
and stands for the transmissivity of the so-called black
box (comprising a rotating mask, a lens, a beam splitter,
and objects). Thus, the output value Bi of the bucket de-
tector is given by

Bi ¼ I i × Ti : (1)

Then, with this result, the electro-optic modulation
function f ðBiÞ is used to modulate the laser, and the in-
tensity I iþ1 is

I iþ1 ¼ f ðBiÞ ¼ f ðI i × TiÞ; (2)

where the subscript ði þ 1Þ represents the next moment
after the ith moment. Therefore, from the aspect of sta-
tistics or steady state, it finally develops from Eq. (2)
to Eq. (3), and it can be rewritten as

I ¼ f ðBÞ ¼ f ðI × TÞ: (3)

The negative feedback circuit has the characteristic

df ðBÞ
dB

< 0: (4)

When taking Eq. (1), Eq. (3), and Eq. (4) into consid-
eration, Eq. (5) can be derived. This means that the laser
intensity I is a decreasing function of T :

dI
dT

¼ df ðBÞ
dB

dB
dT

¼ df ðBÞ
dB

I < 0: (5)

Without the feedback loop, this system would degener-
ate into the traditional ghost imaging system, and the in-
tensity of the light source would be a constant value. For
simplicity, we take the constant value as 1. Thus, I 2ðtiÞ,
the output value detected by the detector, is equal to the
transmissivity Ti we mentioned before. Meanwhile, the
pattern I 1ðx; y; tiÞ stands for the result that the light

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the naked-eye ghost imaging sys-
tem, including a laser device (I ), block box (T), bucket detector
(B), feedback loop, and naked-eye imaging. The block box with a
transmissivity Ti is comprised of a mask, a lens, a BS, and an
object.
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source intensity multiplies a mask modulation function
Ai . Therefore, the correlation process[2] is

Gð2Þ
traditional ¼ <I 1ðx; y; tiÞI 2ðtiÞ> ¼ <AiTi>: (6)

However, the intensity of light source varies under the
feedback loop, as shown in Eq. (3).
In this case, the pattern Pi , on the screen is Ai × I i and

the same pattern Pi , after the BS, also illuminates the ob-
ject. When watching the screen, the eyes will integrate the
patterns thanks to the vision persistence effect. So, the
correlation betweenAi and I i is realized, and we mark this
naked-eye ghost imaging result as

Ĝð2Þ ¼ <AiI i> ¼ <Pi> ¼
Z

tþτ

t
Pidt; (7)

where τ is a limited time duration for integration. As a re-
sult, a negative image of Eq. (6) can be obtained via Eq. (7).
Here, the background introduced by the reference beam

is still an obstacle to obtaining a good naked-eye ghost
imaging result. A special pattern-scanning architecture
designed on a low-speed light-modulation mask was pro-
posed in our previous work[26] that can solve this problem.
In our current work, we exploit this idea for such a system
and introduce it briefly.
First, the object is divided into several blocks. Thus, the

dimensionality of the image can be reduced. For instance,
one can divide the object ðn × nÞ into k column blocks.
Every block is with n × ðn∕kÞ pixels.
Next, we use a complete set of low-order Hadamard

scanning patterns to scan each block row by row, as shown
in Fig. 2. So, one can get the visibility of each row in the
block via this imaging method.

ContrastĤ Block ¼
1þ NBlock

1þ NBlockð2NBlock − 5Þ ;

NBlock ¼ n∕k: (8)

In order to get a high contrast via the Hadamard pat-
tern, apart from sample scanning, it is a suitable choice
that one can take NBlock ¼ 7. In addition to the high con-
trast property, this method enables high-resolution imag-
ing with lower-order Hadamard vectors and also boosts
the imaging speed.

Figure 3 shows the work flowchart of the negative feed-
back digital modulation system. The output signal B of
the bucket detector goes into this comparator to generate
a TTL signal triggering the laser driver to modulate the
laser intensity. In detail, when I > b∕T , I will decrease
to off. When I < b∕T , I will increase to on, where b is
the reference voltage. In this case, the laser intensity will
approximate

I ≈
b
T
: (9)

Figure 4 shows the high contrast imaging results (“X”,
“J”, “T”, and “U”, respectively) obtained under the dig-
ital negative feedback loop.

Figure 5 shows the work flowchart of the negative
feedback analog modulation system, which can also be ex-
pressed in Eq. (10). The feedback signal S from this analog
modulator, controlling the laser, is the result that the
reference voltage U minus the bucket detector’s signal B:

S ¼ I ¼ U − B ¼ U − I × T : (10)

Fig. 2. Structure of the light modulation mask based on the
Hadamard vector.

Fig. 3. Work flowchart for the negative feedback digital modu-
lation system.
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This signal is used to modulate the laser intensity. By
solving I ¼ U − I × T in Eq. (10), one gets

I ¼ U

T̂
; T̂ ¼ 1þ T : (11)

Figure 6 shows the high-contrast imaging results (“X”,
“J”, “T”, and “U”, respectively) obtained by the analog
negative feedback loop.
First, in the digital feedback loop, the noise signal from

the ambient noise light or others will be limited by the
digital modulator comparator. Moreover, if the noise goes
through the comparator, the noise signal will be automati-
cally suppressed via the negative feedback system.
Second, as well as the digital feedback loop, the analog

feedback loop makes the output play the opposite role to
the input of the noise, reducing the error between the sys-
tem output and the system target. Ultimately, it makes
the system tend to be stable.
Moreover, this feedback scheme can be better justified

by the correspondence ghost imaging technique[27], and
the image quality could be good with an appropriate
threshold[28] or with AC coupling under different condi-
tions, especially when the background is quite intense.
If the noise has been introduced into the system, the

imaging expression will become

Gð2Þ
I ¼ AT

N×M

�
b

T − ΔTnoise

�
M×1

; (12)

where N is the total number of pixels for imaging andM is
the sampling numbers. Then, the Taylor expansion for
Eq. (12) is

Gð2Þ
I ¼ AT

N×M

�
b
T

�
1þ

�
ΔTnoise

T

�
þ
�
ΔTnoise

T

�
2

þO
�
ΔTnoise

T

�
3
��

M×1
; (13)

�
ΔTnoise

T

�
n
≪

ΔTnoise

T
≪ 1; n ∈ N�: (14)

Because ΔTnoise is much smaller than T , from Eq. (13)
and Eq. (14), the effect of noise is significantly weakened.

From the imaging system, the modulator from projec-
ting the object can be expressed as A× X ,

TM×1 ¼ AT
N×MXN×1; (15)

where A is the mask modulation function and X denotes
the object. Equation (1) can be rewritten via Eq. (15),

BM×1 ¼ diagðIM×1ÞAT
N×MXN×1: (16)

On the other hand, through Eq. (1), T is equal to the
bucket signal value when the laser intensity is constant.
So, the traditional correlated imaging can be obtained
via T and A:

Gð2Þ ¼ AT
N×MTM×1: (17)

However, the value of T is unknown, and only the laser
intensity is changed with T . In addition, from Eq. (9) and
Eq. (11), I and T are anti-related.

As shown in Fig. 1, while watching the screen, the
human eye will automatically integrate the intensity
modulated pattern. So, the imaging process can be ex-
pressed as

Gð2Þ
I 1

¼ AT
N×MIM×1 ¼ AT

N×M

�
b
T

�
M×1

;

Gð2Þ
I 2

¼ AT
N×MIM×1 ¼ AT

N×M

�
U

T̂

�
M×1

: (18)

From Eq. (9) and Eq. (11), if the pattern speckle is very
different from the object, the value of T is very small.
Thus, the signal coming back is very weak and the bucket
value B is very small too. Hence, the system will auto-
matically increase the intensity of the current speckle
via the simple feedback system we proposed. Conversely,
it will automatically decrease the intensity of the current
speckle. As a result, the principal component of the neg-
ative image is strengthened.

In conclusion, naked-eye ghost imaging via photo-
electric feedback is realized. The obstacle to realizing

Fig. 4. Imaging result under digital negative feedback.

Fig. 5. Negative feedback loop of an analog modulation.

Fig. 6. Imaging result under analog negative feedback.
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high-contrast real-time imaging for moving objects is
removed by a special pattern-scanning architecture and
a feedback system. Meanwhile, the high resolution and the
boosted imaging speed can be obtained with a low pixel
illumination from a low-speed rotating light-modulation
mask. Two types of feedback circuits, digital and analog,
are used to modulate the laser intensity, which will give
the advantage of anti-noise. This work opens a new way
to utilize ghost imaging that has a potential application to
3D ghost imaging visualization, ghost imaging virtual
reality, single-photon imaging, and so on.
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